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Field Notes:                                                                                                                 May 12, 2001 
 
Progress of the 2001 crop… 
 
By:  Dr. Ernie Flint, Area Agent/Agriculture 
 
 As we reach the middle of May, area farmers are nearing the completion of planting 
operations.  All three of our major field crops; cotton, corn, and soybeans, are at about the same 
stage of planting, with a few acres left to be planted in each.  In general, approximately 90 
percent of the total field crop acreage has been planted. 
 Corn, the earliest crop to be planted, is up and growing.  Fields range from newly 
emerged to knee high, and some of the earliest planted fields are receiving sidedress applications 
of fertilizer and their final herbicide applications.  Other corn fields are struggling from the 
effects of either too much or too little moisture.  Yield potentials will be greatly affected this year 
by early-season growing conditions. 
 According to national reports, soybean acreage will be one of the highest in history, 
however this trend has not held for our area.  Local soybean acreage has decreased this year as 
cotton acreage has increased.  Fields that have been planted are looking good, with most planted 
to early-maturing Group 4 and Group 5 varieties.  Most fields are planted to varieties that 
tolerate the herbicide Roundup, simplifying greatly the control of weeds.   
 Cotton, our largest local row crop, looks a lot different from springs of the past.  Many 
local fields have been planted without tillage, in many instances making them appear to be 
unplanted.  However, as the young plants emerge and grow, the fields will soon take on a more 
“normal” appearance.   
Planting the crop, for those new to no-till, has been a time of confusion.  Many of the 
time-honored rules for setting planters, seed depth, and covering seed have been shown to be 
different when dealing with undisturbed soil.  True enough, planting is still very much an art, but 
as I told one farmer, we have been given a new “brush”, and we have to get used to it before we 
can be comfortable with it.  
One of the most disturbing things about getting a stand in no-till cotton is that the young 
leaves, or cotyledons, may actually unfold before they emerge from the soil.  For those who are 
used to farming tilled soil, this is a very serious thing since this has in the past mean the seedling 
would likely not be able to complete the emergence process.  However, in the no-till soil 
environment the rules are different.  Since the leaves can actually get some light through the 
layer of loose soil and trash they are covered by, they will normally complete the process of 
emerging unless there is a lot of rain during the critical time of coming through the last half inch 
or so of soil.  Although there have been fields replanted which did require it, still others would 
likely have emerged, given a little more time.  
The period between planting and emergence is always a tough one for farmers.  It is a 
time when they are entirely at the mercy of whatever weather conditions may come.  And it is a 
time when the outcome of the crop is at stake.  A farmer who can sleep well during this period is 
really unusual. 
By this time next week, planting will essentially be completed except for a few special 
situations.  The crop will be in the field for another season.  The challenge this year is not to just 
grow the crop, but to make a profit when prices are at a low point.  The changes that have been 
made in the production system will help, but nothing seems capable of overcoming this awful 
slump in markets.  A real miracle will be required for producers to show a profit this year.    
